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Compact Brake lead the dealers from the North to
exclusive experience in Super club Super compact 2022, field 2

Compact Family Club Ep1. "Pup Taksidon Kitcharoen"
“If we like cars, we should also use the cars to earn us some money.”

Is grinding needed after changing brake pads?
When to grind? Let’s here “him share”
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Compact Brake lead the dealers from the North to
exclusive experience in Super club Super compact 2022, field 2

Recently, Mr. Peera Issaraphithakkul, manager of business development
and outreach of Compact International (1994) Lt,d. the producer and distributor
of brakes under the brand “compact” is supporting the biggest car club meeting
activity entitled “Superclub Supercompact 2022 field 2”. Furthermore, he also
grant the prizes for each winner from different cycle, together with the distributors
around Chaing Mai area. In this circuit, compact racing taxi activities are opened
for public to experience, in order to enhance trust and customers’ confidence
in the products of Compact. The event has been organized on 12 June 2022
at Peera Park International Circuit, Chonburi.
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Compact Brake lead the dealers from the North to
exclusive experience in Super club Super compact 2022, field 2

For this Superclub cupercopact 2022 field 2, safe and friendly driving have been emphasized.
Super lap has been used in order to allow participants to race with themselves. The following 7 clubs
have parteicpated: Time Attack #Super Jim By Trigen, Toh Sing, Lancer Ex and my Friend Club,
Tum Auto Brake by M.O.S., Mue Mai, Exol Challenge by K1and Aof Mody Garage, Pornthep Choke up,
guru Sport and Serfsarn by Make Me Racing and Fortron NK Honda Racing Car Club. Over 300 cars
have gathered. In addition, the distributors from Chiang Mai area notably, Roongkij spareparts,
jui Jonthong Yang Yon, J. Roongruangyon, Mae-eye Charoenyon, Sahakit tire and Suraphon Business Hodd.
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Compact Brake lead the dealers from the North to
exclusive experience in Super club Super compact 2022, field 2

You are invited to this inclusive experience with the racing vehicle driven by Prof.
Tong Thanaset Poonkiatthanapak, flat circuit car racer – as a promotional
campaign to attract more customers. This event is intended to show that
the company lives up to its reputation as the true producer and distributor
of the best-seller brake.
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Recently, Mr. Peera Issaraphithakkul, manager of Business development and outreach department,
along with Ms. Minilada Asavakulburanon, vice manager of Business development and outreach
department and Mr. Nakarin Sriwiboon, vice manager of Marketing department from Compact International,
Ltd. (1994), the producers and distributor of brake compact extend their congratulations to Mr. Somchai
Thawornrungroj, deputy managing director of Auto 1 department and Go Wow, for the opening of Auto 1’s
new branch in CentralMahachai. This opening is accompanied with a variety of promotions and gifts. From
18 June -30 July, the products of compact brake can be found at Auto 1 one-stop service center in your
neighborhood.
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Compact Family Club EP.1

Today, Compact Family Club is bringing
you for a discussion with Mr. Taksidol Kitcharoen
from AP Autotire which is a one-stop service
center, from the engine oil, suspension brake
to tires. He came into this business since
he was 17 years old. He joined the race for
the first time at the 700th years old park in
Chiang Mai and found his success, winning
the first place. After that, he moved to Bangkok.
He has tried many things, along with more
hands on with cars.
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Compact Family Club EP.1

Compact Family Club EP.1 "Pup Taksidon Kitcharoen"
Let’s get to know one of Compact Family Club 1 “Pup Taksidon Kitcharoen”. From a
teenager from Chiang Mai who loved car racing to the owner of a landmark one stop service
center in Sampran district, NakhonPathom.
#CompactFamilyClub #CompactBrakes #TrustinQuality #TrustinCompact #เบรกคุณภาพยอดขายอันดับหนึ่ง
Please follow via: https://www.facebook.com/CompactBrake/videos/441159074069381
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Today, Mr. Art from Hi-Speed Automax from Samutprakarn is here with us in order to introduce
to you a trick to verify whether griding is needed for your brake. It is advised that you should get a
grinding after changing brake pads. Moreover, it also depends on the pad whether it is damaged or
has a lot of scratches or not. Or whether it’s burnt a lot or deteriorated. If the pad is eroded, the brake
will tremble. If it resonates, we can have a look at the surface of the brake. Feel it with your hand and
see whether or not it has a lot of scratches or how much the pads have been trimmed.
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Is grinding needed after changing brake pads? When to grind? Let’s here “him share”
You can follow the tricks to maintain your brake from him on Tik Tok from now on. Click Follow on
Please follow via: Compact Brakes in TikTok @compactbrakes
หรือ https://www.tiktok.com/@compactbrakes
#CompactBrakes #NumberOnebrakes
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Special Designed Friction Material
Premium Copper-free Ceramic
ส่วนผสมผ้าเบรกแบบเซรามิกที่ไม่มีสว่ นผสมของทองแดง ที่ผ่านการรับรองจากประเทศสหรัฐอเมริกาและยุโรป
เพื่อรองรับมาตรญานสูตรผ้าเบรกในปี 2025
High Coefficient of Friction
สัมประสิทธิ์ความเสียดทานสูง เพื่อตอบสนองการเบรกที่ดีกว่าระยะเบรกสั้น มั้นใจ

Excellent Brake Rotor Care with Minimum Brake Dust

ถนอมจานเบรกสูงสุด เพื่อให้ฝุ่นเบรกน้อยที่สุดโดยยังคงประสิทธิภาพการเบรกที่ยอดเยี่ยม
Brake Dynamometer passed from in-house Lab and USA
ผ่านการพัฒนาและทดสอบโดยเครื่อง Brake Dynamoneterตามมาตรฐานสากล ทั้งในห้องปฏิบัติการของ
Compact Brake และ ใน USA

Advanced manufacturing technology from Europe
กระบวนการผลิตทันสมัยที่เป็นที่ยอมรับทั่วโลกจากประเทศอิตาลีและเยอรมัน

